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(1) BPM Field - After the song has been analyzed, the Beats Per
Minute will be displayed here. You can tap on the BPM field to
manually edit the BPM. You have the following options: Half, Double
or Tap
(2) Load Song - Access your iPhone’s local music library, History or
Spotify. When iTunes Match is enabled, only songs that have
already been downloaded to your iPhone will be displayed.
(3) Settings - Access djay’s settings (e.g. Split Output mode, in-App
Stores, General, Library, MIDI, Transition and the Master Volume)
(4) Record - Start a new recording or access your previously
recorded mixes. You can export your recordings via iTunes File
Sharing or open them in other apps via the “Open In...” feature.
(5) Info - Access djay’s information section (e.g. demonstration
videos, Tips and Tricks, iBook: How to DJ, the Support and Social
Media links)
(6) Waveform View - Enable this feature to show the Waveforms of
the tracks. Please see the Waveform View section.
(7) Key - After the song has been analyzed, the Key will be
displayed here. You can tap on the Key field to manually edit the
Key. You have the following options: +Pitch, -Pitch or Match
(8) Sync Track - Sync the track to the song loaded on the other
turntable. The BPM and Key will be matched and the beat grids will
be aligned. Please note that this is a one-time action and not a
mode (vs. Beat-locking mode).
(9) Speed Slider - Change the speed of the song. The speed slider
settings (e.g. Range, Fine Adjust) can be changed in the Settings
(4).

(10) Key lock - Enable this feature to change the song’s speed
without affecting the key/pitch.
(11) Tools - Tap this to access djay’s tools: EQ, (Audio) FX, Loops
and Cue Points. Please see the Tools section for more information.
(12) Set/Jump Cue point - Simply tap the Set button anywhere in
the song to set a cue point. Tap and hold the Set button to delete an
existing cue point. Press Jump to start playing the song from the
cue point. If the turntable is stopped, the song will only play as long
as you hold down the Jump button.
(13) Sampler - Tap this to access the Sampler. Please see the
Sampler section for more information,
(14) Crossfader - Fade the mix between the two turntables. Use
this to do manual transitions from one song to the other. By
pressing the left or right arrow button to do an automatic transition
to the other turntable. The song you are transitioning to will also
automatically start playing if currently paused. The transition style
can be changed in the Settings (3) under Transition. You can select
the style (e.g. Standard, Backspin, Echo, Brake, Reverse, Random)
and the Duration (0 to 30 secs) of the transition. You can also
enable Auto-Sync BPM ( see (1) ).
(15) Automix - Use this feature to let djay automatically mix your
playlists or any selection of songs (Automix Queue). Please see the
Using Automix section below for more information.
(16) +/- Pitch Bend - Use this feature to slightly change the pitch of
the note played by a small amount by slowing it down or speeding it
up.
(17) Play/Pause - Press this to start or stop playing the song. The
start and stop delay when playing/stopping the turntable can be
changed in the Settings (4). Set it to 0 secs for an instantaneous
start/stop.

Using Automix

Select any existing Playlist, tap Start Automix, and let djay do the
mix for you. Optionally, you can enable Shuffle or change the
Transition settings.
You can also manually add songs to the queue. Select Automix
Queue and tap “+” to add individual songs, or entire albums,
playlists, genre, etc. Songs in the queue will be played in the exact
same order as displayed in the list. You can rearrange the songs
after adding them by simply tapping Edit and then dragging them to
the new desired position. To delete all songs in the queue, tap
Clear. As soon as the queue is empty, djay will automatically load
songs from the selected Playlist.
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(1) Waveform Settings
• Slip Mode: Enables to jump to Cue Points, Loops and Hot
Cues without losing the phrasing of the track.
• Slice: Separates 4 beats of the track to jump within the track.
• Set Grid: Options to adjust the Grid
• Reset Grid: Resets the Grid to default after adjusting it.
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